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ABSTRACT
There are three kinds of interdependent factors to be

considered in the communication process: (1) characteristics, habits,
psychorysical determinants, and expectations of the sender; (2) the
same iactors with regard to the taceiver; and (3) situational
factors, or the context. which may be different from the viewpoint of
either the sender or the receiver. Communication partners have their
own interaction competence based on cultural backgrk.4nd and
individual factors. Even the perception of the interaction is
claturally-based. For example, in Finnish-German communication, the
process is affected by differing attitudes toward: the various usages
and connotations of time (in daily life, in the response time within
the interaction itself, and in the organization of the discourse);
verbalization of the obvious; nonverbal communication; the use of
names; connotations of words and phrases; money; and the form and
presentation cf the discourse. It is part of the task of a language
teacher to point out these cultural factors, because in
cross-cultural communication there is always at least one person with
the role of a foreigner. While no one can attain perfection in
cross-cultural communication, efforts in this direction are always
rewarded. (MSE)
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CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE AS PART OF
LANGUAGE SKILLSIN CROSS-CULTURAL

COMMUNICATION

Pertti Widen (Turku School of Economics
and Business

Administration)

Communication like every human activity
is constrained by Intl-viduel and cultural

factors. In fact we
cannot know how the receiver

has understood the sender's message in a cOmmumication
pro-cess, but the ilea of communication

must involve a common under-standing. Bearing in mind
the fact that

tommunication is no merely

-4'
language (in a strict sense).

we can better
uncover the cultural-4' constraints of

communication ("Culture" is used hers in a very widesense as 'the ways of a people').t.40

Communication is a two -way- process
and only successful

when the

*.AC)
receiver has

understood what the
sender intended.

There is an 1A-
'4.10 tention. a

message, which has to be transmitted
to the receiver bythe sender in a code system that

Is cosmos to
both actors it communi-

(NJ
cation in (ode,

to influence the
receiver in a particular way.Roughly speaking there are three
kinds of castors to be considered1.11

in a communication
process:

1.
characteristics, habits. actual psycho- finical determinants,expectations etc. of the sander;

2.
characteristics. habits,

actual vycho-pittsical
determinants,expectations *tr. of the receiver; and

3.
situational factors

(context) (ehich emy also be different fromthe respective
viewpoints of the

sender and the receiver).
Here i would like to underline

the synergy and
the interdependenceof all factors in a communication

process and also the
importance of

the receiver in
the communication process. The receiver is not a

block without
reactions (eve!, if in some cases the receiver may ap-pear difficult,
or unwilling to

communicate or to be influenced: no
reaction is also

a reaction and will have an influence on the behav-iour of the sender).
In fact.

communication is a dynamic process,not static, but a complex situation
where everything matters.

Each communication
partner has their

one interaction
competence

(Oksaar 1984: 30-) in performing
and interpreting

verbal and non-verbal activities in an interaction
situation.

initially familiar
modaIs of

communication strategies
are applied if there is no betteralternative. We can therefore

say that each
partner in communica-tion has their

own combination of
cultural background and individualfactors when they enter a communication

situation. Even perceptionand interpretation of the communication
situation is a cultural mat-

ter and may thus
differ significantly

fres the particular
viewpoints\.1.1

of the communication
partners. Awareness of the

cultural constraints
in communication

is crucial in
cross-cultural understanding. ToUS DEPARTIMEKTOFEDUCATION
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improve communication, one should therefore consider the cultural
ties involved in communication and utilize this knowledge as a part-

ner in communication. Zr. fact this consideration involves two
things: firstly, an understanding of the behaviour and habits of

the commueicetion partner including an understanding of the communi-

cation partner's way of perceiving ana interpreting the com-

munication context; secondly, it is necessary to be reedy to explain

one's own behaviour, and habits and one's own way of nerceiving

and interpreting the communication context. Very often the latter

point is forgotten. If we explain (whenever possible) why we behave

and react in a pstAcular way, explanations might clarify a situa-
tion and perhaps also nuke the matter (and ourselves) more inter-

esting to the communication partner. In this connection, the amount

of the information that has to be explicitly coed will vary from

culture to culture. As we know from the NC/LC scale of Edward T.

Hall (Nall 1977: 91-), a high-context (NC) communication or message
is one in which most of intonation is either In th* physical con-
text or Internalized in the person, whilst very little is included

in the ceded, explicit, transmitted part of the message: a 144-
Coettla (it) COMMIAMICASiON IS just the opposite, i.e. the mass of

the intermetiee is vested in the explicit cede. The different scale

positions of the communication pertmers may lead to serious mis-
understeedisgs to cress-cultural commumication if the partners are

not mere of these differences. as, for example Stella Ting-Toomey

(Ting Toomey 1984) has shown for American ('low- context -culture')

and Chiessehlepareme culture (4u10- context - vulture') at the lia.ld

Congress of Applied Linguistics in lemseels in August ilif.

Let us new consider some of the characteristics of Finnish -
German commueication as wimples of factors which we can study in
or& to find out something about the communication barriers in

cress-cietural commumicatioe.

One of cosmos parameters that varies from culture to culture is

the time factor, the attitude to time. In my investigations (Widen

1983) I could distinguish similar differences between Finns and
Semmes as those found by Stella vng -Toomey between American (LC)

end Chinese/Japanese (NC) culture There are gradual differences

and different ecoantuattoms. but Atertheless these are differences

that inflows the whole comunicatton process.

First, life seams to be more hectic in Germany than in F1nland,

time has become a kind of currency. 'time is money'. This attitude

metes it possible for example for a person to be interrupted in e
TV discussion if one second more tine is needed for finishing a sen-
tence than is provided form time is more important than politeness

fee fact wader those circa stances the interreption is not regarded

as impolite). In .inland this would eel" be alluwed In a heated TV

debate. This is net the beer example because other factors my also

play a pole and intimate r ammunicaties proms and the Amount-
cation behaviour, ter enamel, pole, statue, dominant behaviour in
Oke 11011011CtUM4 etc. (cf. klmillninen 1112, 141-144).
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A second temple is time or the length of the retction in a
comiunication process. Here generelly speaking (neglecting
regional and individual differences) - Germans seem to be quicker
in response than Finns. sit takes too such time to get an answer
frog a Finn", is A comment that is very often heard from German.
In this instar-1 it is not only the attitude to time that matters
but also a difference of opinion about the aeswer. A German would
like to hear immediately if the communication partite, has understood
the message, a Finn however would like to uprose a final response
only. and does not see the value of an immediate intermediate
reaction as a cosfiremtioe, unless mode area of this as an aid to
the communication process. A typical demo oviaction in a situation
like this (with no immediate answer from the Flemish partner) would
be for the German to make various suggestions, to 'help' the com-
munication partner. To the Finnish partner this could complicate
the situation. the help may be misuedersteed and the suggestions
theight of as arrogance from the German side. And if mutes: empathy
does not suffice, the communication may setter because of this
interference. Empathy is also needed for or aspects of the si-
tuation; for example the slow reaction from a Flee must not make the
German partner believe that the Flemish partner is dell Just because
of a slow reaction.

Attitude to time also influences the areseleatiom of the dis-
course. A German (and also en America") will used to verbelizz the
whole process. including thinkimg, and will use at least reactive
(it not active) comments rhea 'listening aloud s. A Flee on the
ctber bend Jeri also a Japanese) will tend to verbalize the product
of thinking o , assuming that tie, communicetiem partner under-
stands witheat saying that the silence is esed !cur thinking. Such
a discourse structure would more like a meosleiee. Tkis is also
typical of Turkish discourse habits, and :its hes Caused difficul-
ties between Turkish people and the Sermons is merlin e.g. (cf. kuu-
re, Kartklinen. Simla. and Plieeinem. 1210: 11; for linevican/JaPanesi
comparison see Mahe 1903). We can see therefor* that different
attitudes to time can influence the discorso stricter, so that the
whole communication process may suffer free this to rises- cultural
coment4atlon.

A common attitude in Finland is: 'A Flemish use neither speaks
nor kisses". This means that a Fine is Nes used to verbalize or to
short feelings. but on the other heed it also shows the attitude of
a Finn towerds verbalized caupseicaties: obvious things are not
worth mentioeleg. The problem is this csameetiall fs matutilly: What
is obvious? A discrepancy bet men the pertteeler expectations of

the sender on the one hand and of the receiver on tho 'Ober hand may
here caws* problems, sot only ieteremiteeelly * also intrecultur-
ell/. Anyway, the old cultural habit that important petters,
real messages. are North mentioming. are worthy ArSISslifing. natu-

ral!), also inflow's the fore of Finnish ommunieettee: a typical
Finnish discourse consists of statements emly, ompatiems occar reh-
tively seldom. Furthermore, "smell talk* is of little importance.
So it is ne wonder that it is swages didfteelt lemeietain

13
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conversat'on in Finland. Other languages and other cultures may
have the custom not to be quiet in company. This is an important
otter to be 'oticed when teaching the language concerned in Fin-
land. dithout content - i.e. having something tc say, a definite
speaks,. iRtaatioo - there can be no structure.

It is not only 'speaking' that counts, but also kissing', i.e.
the various forms of non-verbal communication. which are also im-
port/sot in conmuoication. The French can hardly talk without using
gestures, a Finn uses body language very little. And this aspect is

also a task for language teaching, if we want to teach communication
in particular language, not just words and grammar. In many cases
thew things are interrelated: the expressive structure of one
language soy need more contextual support than that of another
language (cf. NC/LC-discussion *have). The lack of eye .oetect of
the Finns could be related to the fact that the Finnish language
doos not use paralinguistic means and prc'sodic features (intonation
et.L.) to any extent, so It is not necessary to follow mouth move-
ments or the countenance of the communication partner. Under theta

drounstances it is possible that net looking at the parteer may be
regerded as ;alit* behaviour. This is the case in Finlaod. Obey
foreignsrs mender how Firms Can menage not to look at eaybody in
lift that is cnockfull; they do no: understand that this is a kind
of Finnish politeness. To the Fines, it would be an insolence to
busk at a stranger so obviously that he would notice it. It is not

only the Finns who react in this way. For the English reivecy ss en
important matter which is widely respected by other people (*An
Englishmen's hemp is his tastlen; for the Japanese, whose everyday
life including all chores is very public. feelings are private and
they 00 net want to show thee publicly.

Out not only should the eegree of non-verbal communication and
its relative significance in comparison with verbal communicatioe be
considers, but also the importance of consistaa:y titres% verbal
end non- verbal communication. Otherwise there my be confusions in
cemmum,catioe because of inconsistency, the re'eiver will not know
what to believe (according to various investipatioes ix such cases
the receiver toads to believe the non-verbal rather than the verbal
massage).

Mother example of the irturrelation of language and culture is
the see of *Imes. In Englieb esetioeing of Rocs has a very .m-
portaot role because of the aeistence of just one address pronoun

Although in practice this is I'S* a useful elliptical It,
udps 014MOSIS of uncertainty exist. In various cultures msetioniog
of its nee sr the cementation partner is a demand of politeness.
We de eel any 'futon Tag* Us GOMA. but 'buten Tog, Frau N011er*,

we do net 5ay Ja in France, but Son JOur, mademe/Son jeer,
meneieurf. le Finland mentioning of oases in this ?saki°n is not
so C440001 Flees are perhaps we influenced by the past, mere
*mimic Amens many primitivo people, the mcetioning of a person's
noes is en iedicetier of some sort of power oiler the individual.

this kind sf fake modesty in terms of not wrostIoniee one's Name
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or not asking tae communication partner's name (which is not only a
habit of the Finns) can naturally lead to misunderstandings or con-
fusions in a communication situation. Only if the communication
partner is used to tsking the partner's name (as for example Ger-
mans), is there no hare to further communication. In many cases,
communication problems can be avoided by cooperation of communica-
tion partners in a communication situation.

Cne of the most important things in cross-cultural communica-
tion is adequate presentation, artaamemt, stat44: facts and reasons
so that the sommunication partner cam moderstat the message. In
this connection wo have to swami* between ,q,110. and structure,
both of which vary free culture to cultw in* pol of richt
presentation (qrompost) is to fief sew kind Of "common language'
for both communication partners. The ammo lhasiege is a very
difficult area. Els Mawr (Oksear An) speaks of the social
oilension of lioguistic variation and of the linguietic dimension
of social variation ia this conmortim dies describing inter-
personal communication. The eas1.4 hepect bore - and even this
is complex - are the commoSatiors of yO04$ those secondary
meanings of words which In commeicatio* tomiLto became prixtry
meeniags. For example, Zhe word 1wwk" has a difierwit 'got'

those who have a Joh compared to those w eta Jot. Also the
attitude to work varies considerably from Wept to culture. ,,, Ab
international cooperiaam, the Ceropeao Valles Study Group found ou:
nowx.aly that Finn', like Other.Pretasteot and partly Protestant
nations, still resod work and the sotinfactiolialarivad from work as
a central base for life and fooliant - elite Opposite to Catholic
nations or couatries like Septh Korea or 3a inch Ws also rep-
resented in this investigation (cf. Lett. 19134. Current values in
a culture cam also Unmet* the octal UM*/

di lords and ex-pressions. Aod so too C46 different Ufa appoijimme and customs.
For a Gorman 'sport' moons mainly football, for a Finer, (in summer)
mainly atblerct (macludiag football fans, of ocr141)-

As exampla of a larger arprmentotive coot:ant i* the ittituoo to
money. Expensiveness, or lack of NOW, are Widely 6--epted ro-
fdling arguments in several cultures, in other cultures it is not
polite to refer to anything Witch has tz do w4C' sow- f.;4144ny,
a city guide will 'twos remember to mintiest =Ns o* construc-
tion of an important building,, sersettsino ,PAya scarp. ices a
Finn. And the first question of the Wane 'Ultimo Turku Castle
(which was destroyed during the war MO tam costarred) is usually,
what was the tost of the rirstaration, A Ana-wOmAil Prier ask this
sort of question because it would sot WW1*

It is a part of the task of a lamina., teacher to point out
these things. It is important to bun the iiftairtmostancin and
the cultural background of a tomommitotimporteer in order to be
able to use facts sad dens that combs watoratood in th2
right way. Finns often know quite a lot aloft anther countries and
nations, and in many cases they assume (WM 'iron*) that foreign-
ers kesif 4$ 11044 about Finland. WWI)/ filleigmors de not know
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anything about Finland; Finland was never an important school sub
Jett, Finland has not played a large role In world history. and

Finnish is not a worldwide language. A Finn must therefore OW,

a great deal of basic facts about Finland in order to offer an

'dogmata picture of Finish circuestmces.

Not only are the contents, the argumentative mum any kind of
pretentation, Japonica, but so too Is the form and order presen-

tation, the particular discourse pattern. Ws have discurad above
the **two of discourse patterns and haw they vary from ,ulture to

culture. intermetimal comparisons of student essays Wave shown how

they also very free culture to culture. Such essays Icve sherm for

example that Flemish school children can tall stories, describe
things and meats, but Lave difficulties with justifing claim,
statim reason end giving pounds for their opiniora. This result

seems lobo corrected with Fimish discourse cherw,teristicsiehich
tam to me laconic stalemate only. At 'Alt AILA dl World s.

it ms also interesting to bear that the best ways in a son

wf Finnish. Aritisa, Americo endemism steam+, essays
fellow a similar discussion order, whilst the rams with thgrlemest
seems showed considerablet culture, differewa; in this
rionesh and lommeessays seemed to form a romp of their
fret* form the ether mays (cf. Comer Wader these

stameseemleso the compositioa of an »my in a foreign 1
aa spates subject of fere* leamme tee.hing, 1 meld foetl=

send OW way tens fir language testing tor. This Isla1ia-

1,,maimm are se duly *motto t be , aft jest"

lempage :tenter' Wyman and vocetalary. It is a culture

clinger tae bee mmethim to sayer met (see shave: and

if as individual Weative ehilily to be able to put *Ala"
mods (sot everyme con do this from atbemether tonguel). AM this
:meet beelmaln a foreign lempalt using familiar mother
etretogies. It fleet may yard* hew difficulties wisp:
free essay fere, but also !WARM and these evaluetim es
ENO the sense of lemur varies, not only from culture to cu tem,

command of liven written hereof a timpagChae to be tested,
hot also in the ~lass sec:ions of a language CORIMNity. If
are many ether sere *defecate forms of test preceehaes (guided' 5,

vetting, simmaries etc.Tctfcla cm be weed instead.
(guided'

Amu, Wm saes, everything that is said in a commicattpe si-
tustimmlftre. hes is something that meals* know from the' les-
'keened, Wilma-All: Phhe says is whom. what, when. uNT. with

clot effectft OM came are also things that are net Said
Vaunt. Them are Make which comet be discessed is meta%
tdr10$. fier mama a Finn prefers not to my eaytkine about political

erreligiewebtlieft - them are setters Mach are consideON to
belemielt;waymois private life in Finland. The Oppielt, t)true

Ma -, who. mem mashed. likes Is mamma political opt*.

lees. Thleabvieue ased to discus' all possible thing is ref red

lgra TULA Meet Mew if theFulbright professor who
-Palma tioniorti imestigele the silext brooks in the tat the

1111010114ame (Me -sae femme fir thole Willurn swamp and caleggess
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with words) has completed his work but the results might be very
interesting from the cress-cultural pit of view. This sort of
silence should be put into a larger communicative frauntord, e.g in
teases of lie/LC-culture. I have noticed that several Films are also
unhappy about too long sliest passages in compeay as well but cannot
find anything to say because of inadequate commieetive strategies.
In same cases they use surrogate activities Instead of talking such
as sighing. cookies or (in se Intimate mom) swim,: so it is
important to understand that a yawning Fine is net Necessarily a
bored Finn.

Above to have also mentioned several Interaction determinants

which can influence the commicaties orocesoi things such as dis-
tance and dadinance, status and rele, le in Am several roles
in a communication situation. In tmee4 comicetiom there
is always at least one persist with the melelefit,fersigner. Thefact of being the foreigner is met mmeeetlitellgtaberrier to communi-
cation (provided that there is sufficient comma/ Isf a coma lea-
guava). the role of the foreigner can all* beintetlemntege: in my
Mal a foreigner is net supposed If Mews fienneinneld of language
or culture. in Apen (Wive WM 4 Paeadgmirds het expected to
have Japanese mmers, therms in isesemy follillmer with full com-
mend of Daman would be admired.

Ae adequate approach to croWoullmral esellaideemom always re-
quires empathy and Mal cooperation. lb sue can seder cross-
cultural communication perfectly. Still, I se ceovisced that ef-
forts in this directios will aims bermardmg. It 1s not only a
question of a particular commeneties Meatless a nappy end to
business aegstiatioes etc. but Ousel labbastibel endsrstastling
as a whole. Cultural knowledge as a part of langme skills in
cross-cultural cemeuelcatioN is all 01100111114 egittrehrottoo to a bet-
ter world -itide vedersteedieg.

,

BIK.1061WIIT

For any clarifying insights end hints I am grateful to our.
Timothy Rawlins. who being Practising expert in Gress-cultural
commumicatioN - has also reflected 46 these questions theoretical-
ly.
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